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Background
Unergative:
(1a) [TP [The pirate]i [vP ti [VP danced]]]
(1b) [TP [The diamond]i [vP ti [VP sparkled]]]

Unaccusative:
(1c) [TP [The pirate]i [vP [VP slipped ti]]]

Experiments

Interpretation

Felicity Judgment Task:
Do 4-year-olds display coercion effects?
(2a) The girl can hide really well.
(2b) *The girl can disappear really well.
Which sentence sounds silly?

q 4-year-olds have constraints on
root-functional structure
combinations

§ Children know that
unaccusative verbs do not
combine well with vag. (Exp.1)

Puzzle:
How does the child figure out that
the underlying structures for these
surface strings are distinct?

Children (N=17, 4;8) correctly
judged (2b) sentences to be
silly significantly more often
(b=2.89, p<.0001).

Transitive Intransitives

§ Children know that
unaccusative, but not
unergative verbs introduce an
internal argument. (Exps. 2,3)

Problem of Constrained
Productivity [1]

Intransitive verbs sharing the same
functional structure – what is the resulting
meaning?

§ There is no obvious source for
this knowledge, other than the
verb’s lexical representation.

§ Children are not conservative
§ No (useful) negative evidence

Unhelpful data:
i) Animacy (or thematic role)
ii) Syntactic bootstrapping
iii) Unaccusativity diagnostics

Semantic (Bootstrapping) [1],[2],[3]
§ Presupposes the existence of different
root types (cf. [4])
§ Presupposes encoding of grammatically
relevant aspects of meaning.

(3a) Yesterday, I sneezed a friend.
(i) He made his friend sneeze. (ii) He sneezed on his friend.

(3b) Yesterday, I slipped a friend.
(i) He made his friend slip. (ii) He slipped over his friend.

Both 4-year-olds (left) (N=15, 4;6) and adults
(right) are more willing to causativize transitive
unaccusatives than transitive unergatives
(b=-1.43, p<.05).
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§ If a root does not provide any information
as to how it projects, the child needs to
learn this on an item-by-item basis.
§ The present study investigates whether
children distinguish between
unaccusative and (theme) unergative
roots even when embedded in the same
functional structure.
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Children distinguish between roots even
when they are presented in the same
functional structure.
Felicity Judgment Task (in Dutch)
Do children know a CAUSE is related to
unaccusatives, but not unergatives?
(4a) The shoe sank by itself.
(4b) *The shoe stank by itself.
Children (N=25, 4;11) correctly
judged unergatives with by itself
to be silly significantly more often
(b=-1.13, p<.005).
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q Children’s willingness to adjust a
verb’s meaning to fit a structure
(syntactic bootstrapping) varies as
a function of the verb’s (semantic)
properties.
§ This suggests that it’s not the
structure that carries a
significant part of the meaning
(contra [4],[5],[7]).
§ But rather children’s (innate)
knowledge of semantic
primitives of verb concepts,
linking rules [1],[2],[3], coupled
with principles of learning [8].
q This presupposes the encoding of
information relevant for syntactic
projection as part of the verb’s
lexical entry and puts a limit on
verb roots’ underspecification.
§ For instance, a difference
between root types that
introduce an internal argument
and root types that do not.
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